Method of healing, books 1-2. While in general this works well, at times the reader will be baffled by the complexity of a note which seems to concern a topic that develops out For a guide to these fascinating areas the reader will look to the introduction, but risks disappointment for it promises more than it delivers, primarily because its thrust seems heavily determined by secondary sources. One wonders whether consilia or the Sphere of Pythagorus would otherwise be mentioned, had they not previously been written about. This all-inclusive approach makes for a reliable and cautious but ultimately unambitious survey which hides the wood from the trees. Nevertheless, the reader will gain a good grasp of the current issues in vernacular medicine, but would no doubt prefer more discussion. An exploration, with examples, of how medieval medical writers covered embryology would have been preferred to a list of authors whose works contain passages on the subject (p. 32). In this respect reference could have been usefully made to Joan Cadden, Meanings of sex difference in the middle ages (Cambridge, 1993) or to the discussion and listing of scholastic questions on reproduction and sex in Nancy Siraisi, Taddeo Alderotti and his pupils (New Jersey, 1981 Until well into the 1970s the burden of historical positivism resulted in the intellectual history of European medicine and science being tacitly (if not explicitly) constructed in terms of a growing process of secularization and experimentalization of closely delimited disciplines according to the pattern of the disciplinary history tradition. The origins of this process were disputed between those who placed them in the Renaissance/Scientific Revolution, and those who found them in the late Middle Ages by denying any essential rupture between this period and the early modern times. During the two last decades, however, this "big picture" has been gradually replaced by another that, with different nuances, has postponed until well into the nineteenth century the effective unfastening of medicine and natural philosophy (a more suitable designation for science before then) from religious tutelage and, consequently, the rise of medicine and science in the modern sense of these terms.
